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Question: 1

The output of the command "ls -lrt" is -rw-r--r-- 1 finadm finuser 283 Jun 1 2006 EnvVals for EnvVals the date Jun1 2006
represents 

The date when the file was created A.

The date when the file was last modified B.

The date when the file was last accessedC.

None of the options are correct D.

Answer: B

Question: 2

Which of the following is not a function of a Shell? 
Command Line Interpretation A.

Controlling I/O OperationsB.

Environment Control C.

 Input-Output Re-direction D.

Answer: B

Question: 3

The SQL statement to insert "Olsen" as the "LastName" in the "Persons" table?
. Insert INTO Persons ('Olsen') INTO LastNameA.

Insert ('Olsen') INTO Persons (LastName) B.

 Insert INTO Persons (LastName) VALUES ('Olsen') C.

Answer: C
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Question: 4

A _____________ is a portion of the computer main memory that contains Oracle data whose value has changed from what
was originally read from the database.

Data blockA.

Memory block B.

Dirty data blockC.

Hot block D.

Answer: C

Question: 5

The output of the command "ls -lrt" is -rw-rw-r-- 1 finadm finuser 3283 May 8 13:09 showrep The owner of the file
showrep is

FinadmA.

FinuserB.

RootC.

None of the options are correct D.

Answer: A

Question: 6

What does the command "touch a b c" do?
Creates a file named "a" onlyA.

Creates the three files a, b, c with zero bytes. B.

Opens the three files a, b, c only if it is existing. C.

None of the options are correct D.

Answer: B
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Question: 7

Whenever a database checkpoint occurs or there is a change to the structure of the database, the control file is updated.
TrueA.

FalseB.

Answer: A

Question: 8

The command "vi file 1 file2 file3" opens all the three files.
TrueA.

False B.

Answer: A

Question: 9

In Unix, an environment variable is set as TBA_PROD_ROOT=/finacle/V10/app. To display the variables value, the
command is

echo %TBA_PROD_ROOTA.

display TBA_PROD_ROOTB.

echoTBA_PROD_ROOTC.

display %TBA_PROD_ROOT%D.

Answer: C

Question: 10

For vi editor, in Escape mode, the keys are


